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Abstract
With the rapid advancement of image captioning and visual ques-
tion answering at single-round level, the question of how to gen-
erate multi-round dialogue about visual content has not yet been
well explored. Existing visual dialogue methods encode the image
into a fixed feature vector directly, concatenated with the question
and history embeddings to predict the response. Some recent meth-
ods tackle the co-reference resolution problem using co-attention
mechanism to cross-refer relevant elements from the image, history,
and the target question. However, it remains challenging to reason
visual relationships, since the fine-grained object-level information
is omitted before co-attentive reasoning. In this paper, we propose
an object relationship discovery (ORD) framework to preserve the
object interactions for visual dialogue generation. Specifically, a
hierarchical graph convolutional network (HierGCN) is proposed
to retain the object nodes and neighbour relationships locally, and
then refines the object-object connections globally to obtain the
final graph embeddings. A graph attention is further incorporated
to dynamically attend to this graph-structured representation at the
response reasoning stage. Extensive experiments have proved that
the proposed method can significantly improve the quality of dia-
logue by utilising the contextual information of visual relationships.
The model achieves superior performance over the state-of-the-art
methods on the Visual Dialog dataset, increasing MRR from 0.6222
to 0.6447, and recall@1 from 48.48% to 51.22%.
CCS Concepts
•Computingmethodologies→Natural language generation;
Scene understanding;
Keywords
Visual Dialogue; Scene Graph; Graph Convolutional Network; At-
tention Mechanism
1 Introduction
Multimedia content understanding has attracted increasing atten-
tion in the multimedia, vision and language fields in recent years.
Emerging research directions such as image captioning [3, 15] and
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Figure 1: The proposedmodel detects the salient regions, rea-
sons the object interactions, and encodes the visual relation-
ships as a scene graph. The neural network is trained to rea-
son over the representations of image, scene graph, question
and dialogue history, and to predict a suitable answer.
visual question answering (VQA) [2] demonstrate promising rea-
soning ability towards the ultimate goal of multimedia intelligent
systems. In brief, the image captioning models describe an image
with a single sentence, whilst the VQAmodels answer an individual
question conditioned on the visual content. However, in reality, a
human is able to initiate several rounds of highly interrelated con-
versation about the visual content rather than a one-off response.
Motivated by this intention, Visual Dialog [6] is proposed recently
as a challenging extension of captioning and VQA. In visual dia-
logue, a dialogue agent is built to constantly answer multi-rounds
of highly coherent questions grounded in visual content and condi-
tioned on dialogue history.
The multi-modal nature of the input question, image and history
requires the dialogue model to simultaneously understand textual
questions, extract salient visual features and retrieve relevant di-
alogue history for response prediction. In general, the existing
visual dialogue methods consist of a multi-modal encoder and a lan-
guage response decoder. The basic multi-modal encoder contains
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three sub-modules: convolutional neural network (CNN) image en-
coder, question long-short term memory (LSTM) language model,
and history LSTM language model. Some recent work tackles the
co-reference resolution problems, which is a task in natural lan-
guage processing to find all expressions referring to the same entity
given text content. These methods utilise co-attention mechanism
to cross-refer both visual and textual elements from multi-modal
sources for comprehensive feature representation.
Despite the fact that co-reference resolution methods have made
multi-modal cues logically coupled at a high level, the fine-grained
visual cues are not thoughtfully exploited. The recent methods
simply use CNN visual features, without considering object regions
and visual relationships, therefore lacking recognition on locative
relationships between regions of interest. The information loss
in object-object interactions can be forgivable in simple scenes
such as “a pencil on the table”, “sheep on the grass”, in which the
number of objects is limited. However, such “pure” scenes are not
commonly obtainable in real world scenarios. Intuitively, the real
images unavoidably contain multiple instances, overlapping spatial
arrangements and noisy background. For example, in Figure 1, the
picture contains many closely arranged or overlapped objects (e.g.
bike-wheel, human-shirt-short), and a complex background with
criss-cross trees, grass and bright sky.
Although it is trivial for a neural dialogue agent to answer naïve
questions such as “Is it a sunny day?” given general visual context,
it is still challenging to answer the fine-grained object-level details
such as “What is he wearing?”, or “Where is the bike located?”. The
global visual feature and high-level co-attention methods are not
sufficient to reason object attributes and visual relationships.
To alleviate the above issues, we propose an attentive graph-
structured hierarchical model for visual dialogue. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper to leverage scene graphs in a visual
dialogue task. The scene graph is a graph structure to represent the
scene, where the nodes are objects (e.g. human,shirt), and the edges
are relationships between objects (e.g. ⟨human − wear − shirt⟩ ,
⟨shirt − on − human⟩ ). In this work, the scene graph only contains
the objects and relationships without attributes following [20, 21,
23, 32]. The object attributes can be further encoded in the object
embedding as auxiliary information, but we do not consider this
information for simplicity.
The proposed model utilises the scene graph to preserve the
object interactions in the image, whilst retaining the reasoning
capability of co-reference resolution models. Figure 2 illustrates
an overview of the proposed visual dialogue framework. Techni-
cally, the tri-stream neural network is derived as the encoder, to
jointly learns the representation for image, question and history fea-
tures. In the visual stream, the proposed framework adopts Faster-
RCNN [27] to extract regional visual features, which are utilised in
both scene graph generation and visual feature representation.
To preserve visual relationships in the generated scene graph, we
propose a Hierarchical Graph Convolutional Network (HierGCN)
to integrate graph structure into neural visual dialogue framework.
The HierGCN captures object nodes and their neighbour relation-
ship edges locally, and then a global GCN refine the graph repre-
sentations to preserve connections between objects.
Furthermore, the graph attention mechanism is incorporated
to capture the salient object nodes in scene graph based on the
current context. Similarly, the history and visual attention modules
are equipped to reason the relevance to the target question. Finally,
the fused representation of attended graph, visual, history features
and question embedding is decoded by standard discriminative or
generative decoder to predict the answer. Different from all ex-
isting visual dialogue methods, the proposed ORD model detects
fine-grained object-level regions, encodes the scene with hierar-
chical understanding of visual relationships, rather than simply
summarise visual features from convolutional layers, and therefore
significantly improves dialogue response reasoning.
The contributions in this paper are three-fold:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, it is a novel attempt to leverage
object relationships encoded in graph representation for
visual dialogue tasks, with which the generated dialogues
reveal visual details, sensitivity to object-object relationships
and robust to background noise.
(2) Different from previous work, the fine-grained object detec-
tion is utilised to extract details from the visual content. A
novel Hierarchical Graph Convolutional Network (HierGCN)
is proposed to better preserve graph-structured object in-
teractions, and a graph attention mechanism is equipped to
enable an intelligent shift among focused objects.
(3) Extensive experiments are conducted on the Visual Dialog
dataset illustrating the effectiveness of the proposed scene
graph-structured framework, the HierGCN and the graph
attention module.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews
visual dialogue and object relationships detection methods. Sec-
tion 3 introduces a basic scene graph-structured dialogue generation
model, and the full model with graph attention. Section 4 contains
experiments, and Section 5 concludes the proposed framework.
2 Related Work
2.1 Visual Dialogue
Multimedia content understanding tasks such as captioning [15,
19, 29, 30, 33], visual question answering (VQA) [1, 7, 25, 34] have
been intensively studied in the multimedia community recently.
Even though understanding a visual content with a single sentence
(image captioning) or a question-answer pair (VQA) has made great
success, massive underlying information such as object-object inter-
action, geometric structure conveyed in the scene would be omitted
if only condensing the visual scene into a single round of summary.
As an extension of image captioning and VQA, multi-round visual
dialogue has been proposed in [6] to tackle the above deficiencies of
a single round brief. Specifically, Das et al. [6] introduced a visual-
based dialogue task named VisDial. In VisDial, the questioner (e.g.
human) asks the questions about visual content, and the dialogue
agent will compose a human-understandable response based on the
question, visual content and dialogue history. The visual content
and the history of conversation are only held by the dialogue agent.
The emerging workmainly focuses on the dependencies between
the question, image and history to solve the visual dialogue task
following an encoder-decoder framework. Lu et al. [24] proposed
a history-conditioned image attentive encoder (HCIAE) to attend
relevant history and salient image region. This work further im-
proves the generative decoder by transferring knowledge from the
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Figure 2: Architecture of the visual dialogue generation framework. In general, given an image, question and the dialogue
history, the proposed model encodes all the features into a combined feature representation to predict the answer. For image,
the object regions are firstly detected from the image, followed by two embedding streams: scene graph and visual region
features. In scene graph embedding stream, the visual relationships are detected from region proposals, and the graph struc-
ture is preserved via a novel Hierarchical Graph Convolutional Network (HierGCN). A novel graph attention mechanism is
designed to selectively focus on relevant object nodes conditioned on the question and attended history to manifest the at-
tended graph embeddings. Similarly, the attended history and visual embeddings are obtained from the individual attention
modules. Finally, the question and attended context embeddings are fused and forwarded for answer decoding.
discriminative model. Following the same motivation, a sequen-
tial co-attention mechanism is proposed in [31]. The co-attention
jointly generates attention maps between the input question, image
and history, and all the co-attended features are combined into the
final feature as the encoder output in the final stage. An adversarial
learning strategy is adopted to self-assess the quality of response
while learning, which further improves the performance. A recent
graph neural network (GNN) based method [37] reasons the depen-
dencies between textual question and answers. However, different
from this GNN method, the focus of the proposed work is on the
visual relationships underlying in the image.
In general, existing visual dialogue methods [18, 26] highly rely
on the high-level co-reference resolution, knowledge transfer and
adversarial training strategy. The underexploited visual details (e.g.
region features, object-object interactions) inevitably make gen-
erated answers vague and lack discrimination on relative spatial
relationships between objects. The proposed ORD, on the other
hand, is to enrich the feature representation to generate more mean-
ingful embedding by modelling the scene as a structured graph with
relationships to facilitate the logical reasoning process effectively.
2.2 Visual Relationships Detection
The visual relationships between objects have received increasing
attention recently [11, 21, 32], which have proven to be beneficial
to varieties of vision tasks [13, 14, 28, 36].
In general, the visual relationship detection methods could be di-
vided into two trends: category-specific and generic. Early category-
specific relation detectors exclusively target a specific category of
relations, such as spatial relations [4, 9] and actions [8, 10, 35].
These models utilise visual features and geometry, but could hardly
achieve satisfactory performance due to the fact that the nature of
relationships does not limit to a single category, whilst the generic
visual relationship detection [5, 23, 32] intends to predict various
types of relationships with promising performance. Lu et al. [23]
firstly introduced a generic visual relationship task, while this pa-
per considers object detections as the first stage, then recognise
predicates between objects with language prior. Furthermore, Xu et
al. [32] formalised the visual predicates into a scene graph proposed
in [14]. This model explicitly generates a scene graph representa-
tion from an image by an iterative message passing algorithm.
Since the proposed visual dialogue model is agnostic to scene graph
generation methods, this paper adopts the latest state-of-the-art
subgraph-based scene graph generation framework named Factor-
izable Net [20] to predict scene graph for visual dialogue.
3 The Proposed Approach
In this section, we introduce the proposed Object Relationship
Discovery (ORD) framework to generate visual dialogue by explic-
itly leveraging scene graph to preserve visual relationships. As
shown in Figure 2, ORD firstly detects object regions (e.g. Faster-
RCNN [27]) from the input RGB image, the detected region features
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are further forwarded into scene graph embedding and visual em-
bedding branches. In graph embedding channel, the scene graph is
constructed based on the detected object regions to preserve seman-
tic relationships (e.g. ⟨man − wear − shirt⟩, ⟨tree − behind − bike⟩)
before encoding by the novel Hierarchical Graph Convolutional
Networks. In HierGCN, the local GCN firstly captures local rela-
tionships between the object nodes and neighbour relationship
edges, then the global GCN refines the node features to preserve
object-object connections. Moreover, the graph attention dynami-
cally focus on the most relevant nodes given question and attended
history to generate the attended graph embedding. Simultaneously,
to retain regional visual content, the visual attention is engaged to
attend salient regions based on context. Finally, the attended graph,
visual and history embeddings, combined with the question embed-
ding, are concatenated and forwarded to fusion layer. The fused
feature is the output of encoder, which is decoded by discriminative
or generative decoder to obtain the dialogue response.
3.1 Problem Formulation
In this section, we formally define the visual dialogue generation
task as introduced by Das et al.[6], followed by a brief introduction
of the conventional framework.
Formally, we denote the input RGB image as I , the ground-
truth multi-round dialogue history till round t − 1 (including an
image caption c) as H = ( c︸︷︷︸
H0
, (q1,a1)︸  ︷︷  ︸
H1
, · · · , (qt−1,at−1)︸        ︷︷        ︸
Ht−1
), where
the {q1,q2, · · · ,qt−1} and {a1,a2, · · · ,at−1} are questions and an-
swers until the round t − 1 in the history, respectively.
And follow-up target question at round t is denoted as qt . The
objective of the proposed model is to return a valid answer at given
I , H and qt :
θ∗ = argmax
θ
logp(at |I ;H;qt ), (1)
where θ is the model parameters. The encoder-decoder model is
expected to return most possible answer given the question, image
and dialogue history.
Following [6], the visual dialogue model is trained to return
a sorting of 100 candidate answers At = {a(1)t ,a(2)t , · · · ,a(100)t }.
Given the problem setup, two different settings are introduced:
discriminative and generative. For discriminative setting, I , H and
qt are encoded into a combined feature representation . Based on
Et , the discriminative decoder directly gives a ranked list of 100
candidate answers, in which the top ranked candidate is chosen
as the response. The metric-learning multi-class N-pair loss [24] is
adopted to train the model to maximise ground truth answer score,
whilst encouraging the model to score options that are similar to
the ground truth higher than the dissimilar ones. For generative
setting, the combined feature Et is extracted using same encoder
as in the discriminative setting, but the generative decoder is a
word sequence generator which can generate open-ended answer.
For evaluation purpose, the recurrent decoder uses log likelihood
scores of all the candidate answers and ranks the candidate answers
based on the scores.
In both discriminative and generative settings, the quality of
the combined feature representation Et is critical to the dialogue
generation task. In the basic Late Fusion [6] framework, the global
image CNN features, the question representation from last hidden
state of question LSTM, and the history representation from last
hidden state of history LSTM are simply concatenated and linearly
transformed into a combined feature Et . In this fashion, the seman-
tic relationships between visual and textual can hardly be captured.
The following work [24] propose a history-conditioned image at-
tentive encoder (HCIAE) model to perform co-reference resolution
using co-attention mechanism. The co-attention mechanism is able
to re-fine history and visual features by only focusing on the rele-
vant context. Theoretically, the re-fined features will only contain
most relevant visual and textual information for the given question.
However, in practice, the image features from convolutional layers
are not sufficient to eliminate background noise, and the object
regions and relationships cannot be explicitly represented.
3.2 Object Relationship Discovery
The recent methods only consider CNN visual features extracted
from the full image, without exploiting the fine-grained object
regions and relationships.
In this section, we propose an Object Relationship Discovery
(ORD) framework to exploit scene graph G for visual reasoning.
Specifically, we explicitly recognise object regions from the full
image, and identify the relationships between objects to construct
a scene graph. Since the graph structure is difficult to be directly
integrated in the existing visual dialogue framework, we propose
a novel Hierarchical Graph Convolutional Network (HierGCN) to
preserve the graph structure. And the relationship-aware graph em-
beddings are further attended via a novel graph attention module.
To exploit the scene graph G in the proposed framework, the
objective function Equation 1 could be rewritten as:
θ∗ = argmax
θ
logp(at |I ;G;H;qt ). (2)
Correspondingly, the combined representation Et will preserve
image, history, question, and scene graph features. The following
sub-sections will introduce the scene graph generation, the Hier-
archical GCN, the graph attention module, and the co-attention
encoder in details.
3.2.1 Preliminary Work on Scene Graph Generation In
this section, we briefly introduce how to extract image region fea-
tures U and build scene graph G based on the given image I . First,
Faster-RCNN is utilised to detect object regions in the image I .
The region features U = [u1,u2, · · · ,uk ] with top-k salient regions
of objects in the image I are extracted, where ui ∈ RDu denotes
the Du -dimensional visual feature of each object region. Next, the
scene graph G = (V, E) is constructed based a set of object nodes
(vertices)V and relationship edges E. As mentioned in Section 1, in
this work, we do not consider object attributes in the scene graph.
To build the scene graph, the scene graph generation model (e.g.
F-Net [20]) groups the detected regions in pairs, and constructs
the fully-connected graph, in which each pair of object nodes is
connectedwith directed edges (in and out). Thismodel further repre-
sents the numerous relationships with fewer sub-graphs and object
features to reduce computational cost, and the message are passed
through the graph to refine the feature for more accurate relation-
ships predictions. Finally, the top-m ⟨subject − predicate − object⟩
relationships are kept for final scene graph construction.
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3.2.2 HierarchicalGraphConvolutionalNetworks for Scene
Graph Embedding In this section, we discuss how to learn the
graph embedding to integrate the scene graph in the proposed ORD
framework.
Inspired by Graph Convolutional Network [17] for node clas-
sification, we propose a Hierarchical Graph Convolutional Net-
works (see Figure 3) to refine the region features by preserving
relationships between objects. We argue that the original GCN [17]
can only directly use in the case of undirected graph without edge
features, which is not sufficient in our directed scene graph with
relationship edges. To overcome the above issues, the proposed hi-
erarchical GCN captures the connections between the object nodes
and the neighbour relationship nodes locally, and then refines the
relationship-aware node connections in the scene-level globally.
object
relation
man
shadow
sky
mountain
(a) Local GCN (b) Global GCN
Image Scene Graph
mountain
sky
man
shadow
man
shadow
sky
mountain
Figure 3: An illustration of the Hierarchical Graph Con-
volutional Network. Given the above image and its scene
graph, the Hierarchical GCN preserves the directed graph
with edge features in two stages: (a) Local GCN. The nodes
and their neighbour relationship nodes are fed into lo-
cal GCN to preserve local graph structure. (b) Global GCN.
The relationship-aware nodes are embedded via global GCN
to maintain object-object connection. The local and global
GCN are trained end-to-end to preserve both local neigh-
bour structure and global scene-level node connections.
(a) Local GCN. The local GCN only focus on objects and their
neighbour relationships as illustrated in Figure 3(a), the function
of this layer is to preserve relationship edge embeddings for each
object node. After the graph propagation during local GCN, the
edge features will be integrated into the updated node embeddings.
We discuss the details of local GCN step-by-step as follows:
Given the scene graph G = (V, E), we firstly represent the
directed graph as a bipartite graph, so each directed edge can be
represented by two in- and out- undirected edges:
Eundirect = [Ein ; Eout ], (3)
For example, after transforming to undirected graph, the directed
edge ⟨man wear−−−→ shirt⟩ becomes two undirected edges [(man −
wearin ); (wearout −shirt)]. Therefore, the directed scene graph can
be represented in the GCN.
Furthermore, we still want to preserve edge with features in the
proposed local GCN. Therefore, we further define the relationship
edges as relationship nodes to enable GCN to utilise edge features.
However, if we directly mix object nodes and relationship nodes
together in a full graph, the model will get confused. As a result, we
deploy local GCN to only focus on neighbour relationship nodes
locally, and then the object-object connections will be further em-
bedded in global GCN.
Formally, the input local sub-graphs contains object nodes and
their neighbour relationship nodes (both in and out), the adjacency
matrix A(1) represents the connected relationship nodes w.r.t. the
object nodes. The local GCN output the embedding of all the nodes:
V(1) = σ (W (1)дcnVlocalA(1)), (4)
where r is the number of object nodes, s is the number of relation-
ship types,Vlocal ∈ Rd×(r+2s) contains all the r object nodes and
2s in-out-relationship nodes, d is the dimension of node features.
W
(1)
дcn ∈ RDд×d is the parameter to be learned, where Dд is the
dimension of GCN embedding space, here we set Dд = d for con-
sistency. And the adjacency matrix A(1) ∈ R(r+2s)×(r+2s) preserves
the graph structure, the link between un-connected objects is set
to zero. σ is the non-linear activation function (e.g. ReLU).
Furthermore, during the graph propagation, for each node, the
embeddings of neighbour nodes will be added to form the new node
embeddings as shown in Eq.4.
Therefore, after the propagation, the r object node will contain
the information of its relationship neighbour nodes. After the
local updating, we will only keep the updated r object nodes for
further global GCN calculation, the 2s edge nodes are discarded.
We denote the refined object node embeddings as Vˆ(1) ∈ Rd×r .
(b) Global GCN. Since the local GCN has already captured the
neighbour relationships for each node, the relationship-aware nodes
and their undirected connections between each other are embedded
in the global GCN:
Vˆ = σ (W (2)дcnVˆ(1)A(2)), (5)
whereW (2)дcn ∈ RDд×d is parameter to be learned, and A(2) ∈ Rr×r
is the adjacency matrix for object nodes.
Finally, we obtained relationship-aware node embeddings Vˆ =
[vˆ1, vˆ2, · · · , vˆr ], where vˆi ∈ Rd denotes the d-dim node embedding
of each object node, r is the number of objects nodes. If the object
is absent in the image, the node embeddings will be set to zeros.
3.2.3 Graph Attention for Visual Dialogue Traditionally,
the visual attention [33] is a mechanism to reason about the most
salient visual regions where the language model need to focus on
while word sequence generation. Inspired by the visual attention,
we propose a graph attention module to infer which object nodes
should be currently focusing on.
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Figure 4: An illustration of the graph attention module.
In the graph attention model (Figure 4), given the learned graph
embeddings Vˆ , the graph attention attends to different relationship-
aware object nodes given current states to provide context-aware
scene graph representation.
Concretely, we use the relationship-aware graph embeddings
Vˆ ∈ Rd×r from the proposed HierGCN in Section 3.2.2, the ques-
tion feature qt ∈ Rd at round t generated by LSTM, and the at-
tended dialogue history embeddings H′ ∈ Rd following Section 3.3.
Given Vˆ ∈ Rd×r , the context features qt ∈ Rd and H′ ∈ Rd ,
we feed them through a fully-connected (FC) neural network layer.
The outputs from FC layer are passed through a softmax function
to obtain the attention scores over r object nodes:
z
д
t = w
T
a tanh(Wv Vˆ + (Wqqt )1T + (WhH′)1T ),
α
д
t = softmax(zдt ),
(6)
where 1 ∈ Rr is a vector filled with 1 to repeat current state to
match the size of nodes.Wv ,Wh ∈ RDa×d denotes a latent Da -
dimensional embedding space for dimension reduction,wTa ∈ RDa
are model parameters to learn. αдt ∈ Rr is the attention score
over the object r node features. The context vector (attended graph
embeddings) can be further calculated as a weighted sum of all the
nodes:
д′t =
r∑
i=1
α
д
t ivˆi , (7)
where the context vector д′t is forwarded and combined with other
features into encoder feature Et .
3.3 Co-Attention Network Encoder
The co-attention strategy [24, 25, 31] is commonly adopted for
reasoning the correlation between multiple feature inputs.
In this section, we introduce a visual relationship aware co-
attention structure (Figure 2) to solve the co-reference resolution
between I , G,H and qt , and encode all the features into a combined
feature representation for final response generation.
First, we recapitulate the unattended (raw) feature embeddings
of the image, scene graph, question and history. In terms of image
representation, we use the top-k region features U ∈ RDu×k ex-
tracted from I introduced in Section 3.2.1. The relationship-aware
graph node embeddings Vˆ ∈ Rd×r with r object nodes is further
embedded following the proposed HierGCN (Section 3.2.2). For
textual content, the question at round t is encoded with a standard
language model (e.g. LSTM) to get the feature vector qt ∈ Rd . Simi-
larly, the previous history is encoded with another history language
model as H ∈ Rd×t . Given question qt , we firstly reason which
history dialogues are relevant to current question. The history at-
tention predicts the attention scores, and the t dialogue embeddings
are weighted summed based on the attention scores obtaining the
attended history H′ ∈ Rd . For example, given a question “Does it
look old or new?”, it is difficult to precisely understand the mean-
ing of pronoun it directly. But by reasoning history dialogue, we
can effortlessly locate the object from the previous dialogue “What
colour is the bike?”.
Moreover, the image representation U contains top-k object re-
gions, but not all the visual regions are related to the current ques-
tion and attended history. The visual attention swiftly shift focus
on salient object regions to decide which part of the regions are
mostly important. Intuitively, if the questioner asks “What is he
wearing?” in Figure 1, the visual attention scores should reflect
more weights on the shirt region. We use linear layer to reduce the
region feature from Du to d dimension. The final weighted sum of
region features is denoted as U′ ∈ Rd .
Furthermore, the proposed graph attention (Section 3.2.3) out-
puts the attended graph embedding д′t to preserve the visual rela-
tionships.
Finally, H′,U′, д′t and qt are concatenated and fused through a
fully-connected fusion layer into encoder output Et :
Et = tanh(Wf [H′;U′;д′t ;qt ]), (8)
where Wf ∈ Rd×4d . The encoder output is then forwarded to
discriminative and generative decoders respectively.
4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Settings
4.1.1 Dataset We conduct the experiments on the bench-
mark dataset - Visual Dialog dataset v0.9 [6], which is created
for the visual dialogue generation task. The training set contains
82,783 images-dialogue pairs, the validation set has 40,504 pairs
from MSCOCO [22]. Each dialogue contains 10 rounds of question-
answer pairs. Besides, the pronouns (e.g. “he”, “she”, “it”) frequently
appear in the dataset, i.e. 98% dialogues, 38% of questions, and 19%
of answers contain at least one pronoun, unavoidable causing the
co-reference resolution problems.
4.1.2 Implementation Details Given an image, we extract
region features using Faster-RCNN with ResNet-101 [12] following
the process in [1], the top-36 regions with highest confidence are
selected for 2048-dimensional region feature representations. The
scene graph is generated by pre-trained Factorizable Net [20], and
the top-50 detected predicates are chosen for scene graph construc-
tion. The language models used in question and history encoding
are single-layer LSTM units with the hidden size of 512. The dimen-
sion of word embeddings is empirically set to 300, with random ini-
tialisation. For optimisation, we use stochastic optimisation method
Adam [16] with learning rate of 4e-4 and coefficients ranging from
0.8 to 0.999. The batch size is fixed at 128. All the experiments are
tested on a server with a 40-Core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2660 CPU
and 2 Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs.
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4.1.3 Evaluation Metrics We report the performance of dia-
logue generation using the common evaluation protocols from [6,
24, 31]. In testing, the visual dialogue model is given an image, a
question, the multi-round dialogue history and a list of N candidate
answers (N=100), and the model will return a sort of the candidate
answers. The returned ranked list of answers is evaluated on re-
trieval metricsw.r.t human responses: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR),
Recall@k (k=1, 5, 10), and Mean Rank (MR). Both the discriminative
and generative dialogue response decoders are compatible with the
retrieval setting. Specifically, the discriminative decoder directly
scores the confidence of candidate answers, whilst the generative
model gives log-likelihood scores of each candidate answer.
4.2 Compared Methods
The experiments on both discriminative (-D) and generative (-G)
decoders are conducted. In this section, we briefly introduce the
compared visual dialogue methods.
SAN-QI-D [34]: This Stacked Attention Networks (SAN) base-
line is a VQA model, given only the question and image (without
dialogue history) for answer prediction.
HieCoAtt-QI-D [25]: The Hierarchical Question-Image Co-
Attention model utilises visual and hierarchical representation of
the question in a joint framework for VQA.
LF [6]: The Late Fusion (LF) encodes the image, question and
dialogue history in three separate streams. Next, the model simply
combines the image features, question embeddings and history
embeddings into a joint representation for answer prediction.
HREA [6]: In addition to LF model, the Hierarchical Recurrent
Encoder with Attention model (HREA) adopts a hierarchical recur-
rent model to encode dialogue history in hierarchy equipped with
a history attention.
MN [6]: Memory Network is applied in visual dialogue task to
enhance historical questions and answers memorising.
HCIAE [24]: TheHistory-Conditioned ImageAttentive Encoder
(HCIAE) introduces an attentive framework to localise image re-
gions, relevant history given the target question for co-reference
resolution. For discriminative setting, we compare with HCIAE
with MLE loss (-MLE), and with N-pair discriminative loss and self-
attentive answer encoder (-NP-ATT) variants. While for generative
setting, we mainly focus on HCIAE trained on maximum likelihood
estimation (-MLE) loss, since the knowledge transfer (-DIS) is not
in the scope of our method.
CoAtt [31]: The Sequential Co-attention (CoAtt) encoder at-
tends to each input feature by other features sequentially to cap-
ture the co-relation between all the input features. We compare
our method with the sequential co-attention encoder with the MLE
objective, without any adversarial learning strategies. The result of
CoAtt discriminative (CoAtt-D) model with MLE objective is not
available in the original paper, so the reported scores are based
on our implementation. We also compare with their best model
equipped with adversarial loss, intermediate reward and teacher
forcing strategy (-GAN-TF).
GNN-SPO [37]: Reasoning Visual Dialogs with Structural and
Parital Observations (GNN-SPO). GNN-SPO utilises a graph struc-
ture to represent the dialogue, in which the nodes are dialogue enti-
ties, while the edges are semantic dependencies between the nodes.
This method considers the dialogue history as partial observation
of the graph, and the target is to infer the values of unobserved
answer nodes and the graph structure.
4.3 Quantitative Analysis
Themain results on discriminative setting on the VisDial dataset are
demonstrated in Table 1. In general, the proposed ORD full model
outperforms most of state-of-the-art on all the metrics demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of leveraging scene graph. Comparing to LF-D,
ORD significantly improves MRR and Recall@1 by relatively 11%
and 17%, respectively. This observation indicates that visual rea-
soning and co-attention are critical to dialogue generation.
Moreover, the scene graph improves the answer prediction by a
significant margin comparing to co-reference resolution methods
(e.g. MN, HCIAE, CoAtt). Specifically, ORD outperforms HCIAE-D-
NP-ATT by relatively 4% on MRR from 0.6222 to 0.6447 confirming
the visual relationships can enhance the model to recognise visual
cues for dialogue reasoning. Besides, similar trend can be found in
recall, the proposed method also makes a 6% relative improvement
on Recall@1. We can also observe that the fine-grained object
regions and relationships outperforms the GNN-based method built
on the dialogue entities graph (e.g. GNN-SPO). In this regard, the
graph structure provides strong reasoning performance where the
underlying relationships are important.
Table 1: Discriminative - Performance on Visual Dialog val-
idation dataset [6]
Model MRR↑ R@1↑ R@5↑ R@10↑ MR↓
SAN-QI-D [34] 0.5764 43.44 74.26 83.72 5.88
HieCoAtt-QI-D [25] 0.5788 43.51 74.49 83.96 5.84
LF-D [6] 0.5807 43.82 74.68 84.07 5.78
HREA-D [6] 0.5868 44.82 74.81 84.36 5.66
MN-D [6] 0.5965 45.55 76.22 85.37 5.46
HCIAE-D-MLE [24] 0.6140 47.73 77.50 86.35 5.15
HCIAE-D-NP-ATT [24] 0.6222 48.48 78.75 87.59 4.81
CoAtt-D-MLE [31] 0.6135 47.49 77.92 86.75 5.04
CoAtt-D-GAN [31] 0.6398 50.29 80.71 88.81 4.47
GNN-SPO [37] 0.6285 48.95 79.65 88.36 4.57
ORD-D w/ SG 0.6340 49.93 79.70 88.20 4.66
ORD-D w/ SG+Rel 0.6383 50.46 80.09 88.54 4.56
ORD-D w/ SG+Rel+Attn 0.6447 51.22 80.67 89.01 4.44
Table 2: Generative - Performance on Visual Dialog valida-
tion dataset [6]
Model MRR↑ R@1↑ R@5↑ R@10↑ MR↓
LF-G [6] 0.5199 41.83 61.78 67.59 17.07
HREA-G [6] 0.5242 42.28 62.33 68.17 16.79
MN-G [6] 0.5259 42.29 62.85 68.88 17.06
HCIAE-G-MLE [24] 0.5382 44.07 63.42 69.03 16.06
HCIAE-G-DIS [24] 0.5467 44.35 65.28 71.55 14.23
CoAtt-G-MLE [31] 0.5411 44.32 63.82 69.75 16.47
CoAtt-G-GAN-TF [31] 0.5578 46.10 65.69 71.74 14.43
ORD-G w/ SG 0.5438 45.05 63.52 69.01 16.17
ORD-G w/ SG+Rel 0.5480 45.47 64.04 69.59 15.83
ORD-G w/ SG+Rel+Attn 0.5502 45.63 64.38 70.23 15.56
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Table 3: Ablative Study - Discriminative Setting
Model MRR↑ R@1↑ R@5↑ R@10↑ MR↓
LF [6] 0.5807 43.82 74.68 84.07 5.78
HCIAE-MLE [24] 0.6140 47.73 77.50 86.35 5.15
ORD w/o CoAttn 0.6129 47.46 77.79 86.66 5.04
ORD w/o Vis 0.5990 45.75 76.47 85.46 5.40
ORD w/o SG 0.6266 49.10 79.08 87.79 4.77
ORD w/ SG 0.6340 49.93 79.70 88.20 4.66
ORD w/ SG+Rel 0.6383 50.46 80.09 88.54 4.56
ORD w/ SG+Rel+Attn 0.6447 51.22 80.67 89.01 4.44
Furthermore, we reports the performance of ORD and the com-
pared methods under the generative setting in Table 2. In all the
metrics, ORD performs the best among other compared methods,
especially outperforming the previous state-of-the-art CoAtt-G-
MLE by relative 2% and 3% in terms of MRR and Recall@1. This
shows that the object relationships are well preserved in the graph-
structured multi-modal sources encoding framework to benefit the
dialogue generator.
The performance of CoAtt-G-GAN-TF is slightly higher than
ours because the GAN and teacher-forcing strategy. However, since
those training strategies are not the main focus of this work, there-
fore they are not in the scope of our method. Theoretically, these
training strategies are applicable into our framework to further
improve the final result.
4.4 Ablative evaluation
In this section, we present several variants of our proposed method
to study the contribution of each component in our ORD framework.
Two baseline models LF and HCIAE-MLE are included for reference.
The details of the variants are described as follows:
ORDw/o CoAttn: This model keeps visual features, scene graph
features, question embeddings, and history features without Co-
Attention mechanism between all of them. It is similar to LF [6],
but with region-level features and scene graph.
ORDw/o Vis: This model keeps only scene graph, question and
histories without visual features.
ORDw/o SG: The model contains only visual features, questions
and histories without scene graph.
ORDw/ SG: This model is the base model to leverage scene graph
in high-level. It keeps only undirected link between object nodes,
without fine-grained relationship edge features (e.g. man-shirt, bus-
tree). The nodes are embedded via single layer GCN (global GCN).
The average of node embeddings forms the scene graph feature.
ORDw/ SG+Rel: This model keeps directed link between objects
nodes, with relationship edges features (e.g. man-wear-shirt, shirt-
on-man). The nodes and edges are embedded by the proposed Hi-
erarchical GCN (Global+Local GCN). The average of relationship-
aware node embeddings forms the scene graph feature.
ORDw/ SG+Rel+Attn: Our full model. This model keeps directed
link between objects nodes, with edges features (e.g. man-wear-
shirt, shirt-on-man). The nodes and edges are embedded by the
proposed Hierarchical GCN. The attended relationship-aware node
embeddings forms the scene graph feature.
For discriminative setting, our base model ORDw/ SG outper-
forms the maximum likelihood trained (-MLE) models such as LF,
HCIAE shown in Table 3. The result shows that the fine-grained
object regions and connections between them can significantly im-
prove the visual reasoning capability. Whilst this variant shows the
effectiveness of the proposed Global GCN, we also want to evalu-
ate the contribution of Local GCN. However, it is not reasonable
to only use Local GCN without Global GCN. The reason is that
without linking object nodes via Global GCN layer, the nodes in the
graph are not connecting to each other, so the nodes cannot pass
message in the graph along edges. As a result, we add relationship
edge features in addition to ORDw/ SG, so the ORDw/ SG+Rel can
illustrate the additional contribution of local GCN. As we can see
in Table 3, the fine-grained relationships (edge features) considered
in ORD w/ SG+Rel improves the performance slightly, showing the
Local GCN is effective to exploit the edge features. Furthermore, our
full model ORD w/ SG+Rel+Attn further boosts the proposed scene
graph-based reasoning framework and achieves 0.6447 on MRR,
which demonstrates that the graph neural networks is able to dy-
namically focus on different semantic object nodes while answer
reasoning. In addition, we remove co-attention, visual features and
graph embeddings respectively to evaluate the importance of each
the building blocks in the full framework. First, whenwe remove the
co-attention module, the structure become to be very similar to LF
model. However, in ORDw/o CoAttn, the additional region-level vi-
sual features and semantic scene graphs improves the performance.
Nevertheless, the co-attention module is still an essential part of the
model, otherwise the co-relation between different features cannot
be well discovered. Second, in ORDw/o Vis, the removal of visual
features degrades the performance dramatically, since the visual
dialogue task is discussing the topics related to the given image.
However, it is interesting that the MRR is still slightly better than
LF model even no visual content is presented. We conclude that the
well-defined co-attention and scene graph are the major reasons
in this scenario, because the co-attention is capturing underlying
interactions between history conversations, while the scene graph
is preserving the semantic object relationships from the visual con-
tent. Third, when the model ORDw/o SG completely removes scene
graph, we can see the performance is better than HCIAE-MLE
thanks to the fine-grained region features. The structured visual
relationships are indispensible for further improvement.
For generative setting, the proposed full model outperformsmost
of the state-of-the-art models shown in Table 2. However, the im-
provement of base model ORD-Gw/ SG is not as significant as the
discriminative model, which indicates that the sequential genera-
tive decoder needs further feature refinement strategy at sequence
decoding stage. Surprisingly, the contribution of ORD-Gw/ SG+Rel
is slightly better than graph attention ORD-Gw/ SG+Rel+Attn in gen-
erative model which is different from the trend in discriminative
setting. We believe that how to optimise the graph attention in
generative decoder should also be considered in the future work.
4.5 Qualitative Analysis
We present qualitative results from the proposed ORD and state-
of-the-art HCIAE [24] in Figure 5. The following properties can be
observed from the results.
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Object
Relation
shirt
phone
hand
head
hair
girl
on
Q: What is the  child  wearing ?
GT: a pale green top 
embroidered with cherr ies 
HCIAE: some ugly purple 
sweater  with flowers
Ours: a pale green top 
embroidered with cherr ies
Q: What color is the chair ?
GT: the chair is sky blue HCIAE: grey with a red 
cushion
Ours: tan with pink and green 
flora l design
Q: What color is the remote ?
GT: gray with white  buttons 
and white  eyes
HCIAE: the controller is blue Ours: gray with white  buttons 
and white  eyes
Q: Is the child smiling ?
GT: the mouth is not visible HCIAE: yes , a little  smile for 
the camera
Ours: the mouth is not visible
Object
Relation
bag
hat
ski
snow
jacketwoman
tree
Q: What color is the sled ?
GT: light brown HCIAE: red and black Ours: multi colored
Q: How old is the woman ?
GT: twenties HCIAE: not sure she  's at a 
distance
Ours: 40s
Q: Is she  wearing a hat ?
GT: yes HCIAE: no Ours: yes
Q: Is she  wearing snow pants ?
GT: yes HCIAE: yes Ours: yes
Object
Relation
helmet
player
pant
shirt
hat
shoe
wear
on
on
Q: What position is he or  she playing ?
GT: looks like  the batter running HCIAE: batter Ours: looks like  the batter 
runningQ: Can you tell what teams are playing ?
GT: 1 team has a gray and blue  on HCIAE: no Ours: no
Q: What number is the  player ?
GT: no numbers HCIAE: no numbers Ours: no numbers
Q: Can you see how far he  hit the  ball ?
GT: looks like  the catcher  has the 
ball
HCIAE: looks like  the 
catcher has the ba ll
Ours: looks like  the 
catcher has the ba ll
Object
Relation
hat
head
people
man
boat
water
hair
Q: Is this photo in color ?
GT: yes HCIAE: yes Ours: yes
Q: How many people  are visible  ?
GT: 4 men HCIAE: 8 people Ours: 4 men
Q: What color is the craf t ?
GT: yellow , black and white HCIAE: green , brown , grey Ours: yellow and black
Q: Are there any waves in the water ?
GT: no HCIAE: yes Ours: no
Q: Are there any boats around?
GT: no HCIAE: no Ours: no
Q: What color is her coat ?
GT: white HCIAE: black Ours: white
(c)
(a) (b)
(d)
Figure 5: Example visual dialogue results. Each example is associated with the ground-truth (GT), state-of-the-art method
HCIAE [24] and the proposed ORD (ours).
Fine-grained visual cues. The region visual features are pre-
served by integrating object detection in the visual dialogue frame-
work, retaining detailed attributes of objects, which further en-
able the dialogue model to answer visually grounded questions
(e.g. colour of objects). For example, in Figure 5(b), the question is
“What colour is her coat?”. The dominant colour in this snow scene
is white, and the coat is also white. It is a challenging question to
CNN-based HCIAE model, since CNN features lose the object level
details in visual representation. But by utilising the fine-grained
region features, the colour of coat is easily observed by ORD model.
Geometric object relationship. By preserving the visual rela-
tionships in the scene graph, the ORD model can precisely reason
the interactions between objects, which is omitted in previous work.
Especially in the complex scene like Figure 5(d) with complicated
arranged colourful objects. Comparing to ground truth, the ORD
inevitably have some failure cases such as recognising the colour of
the chair. But when comparing to the state-of-the-art method, the
proposed object relationship discovery model still remains strong
performance. Take the first question as an example, the child is
wearing a pale green top which is recognised by ORD seamlessly.
Similarly, in Figure 5(d), for the question “Is she wearing a hat?”,
since the ⟨woman − wear − hat⟩ is preserved in scene graph, the
ORD is able to effortlessly predict the correct answer.
Robust to background noise. Because the ORD model recog-
nises and preserves the objects in the visual encoding stream, the
background noise can be separated from foreground salient objects.
By taking the Figure 5(c) as an example, the high reflection on the
water surface is very noisy, making the HCIAE unable to recog-
nise the number of people, the colour of craft, and the existence of
waves. However, the proposed ORD is able to locate people, craft,
and water regardless of background reflection and low lighting,
therefore providing precise dialogue response in most of the cases.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a Object Relationship Discovery frame-
work to generate fine-grained dialogue by discovering visual rela-
tionships from the image, where the detected locative and subtle
object relationships assist the model to understand visual cues in
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an accurate way. To preserve the discovered local and global object
relationships, a hierarchical graph convolutional network is con-
structed followed by a graph attention. The graph attention module
selectively focuses on relevant relationships, therefore eliminating
background noise to ease visual evidence reasoning. The experi-
ments have demonstrated the superiority of our proposed method
compared to the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, in other relevant
tasks such as image captioning and VQA, the object relationships
are also important cues for visual reasoning. Our future direction
is to utilise visual relationships in other vision-language tasks.
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